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RTA#5
A blonde child cross-legged
on the orange vinyl seating
repeats her little chant for blocks
Is this bus going to the circus?
Is this bus going to the circus?
as black rubber tires
bigger than her
large enough to crush her
. tiny question ring a pattern
on wet pavements
as rhythmic
as pure
for blocks.

Patrick Graf
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The Recurrence of Paula
"I don't know about you, Dotty darling, but for your good and loving friend, Paula Krasniki, it's been a
long, painful climb back from tlte pits, and I'm touching bases with the real world again and loving every
second of it. My head's screwed on just right for a change and I'm using my body instead of abusing it, and
I'm doing my very best against big odds to take no shit from nobody nowhere no matter what, wlticlt is a far
cry from where I was even a year ago, right? But how would you know? When's the last time we got
together? Three years at least, right? Christ-time is some scary trip, isn't it? Anyway there's plenty to
tell ... and I'm dying to hear what's been happening in your young life, old friend. God, you sound great!
Can't wait to see you, Dots-you better believe it. To answer your question, Saturday's fine and twelve-thirty's
perfect and ... Damned! I've -poured canned apple juice all over the goddamned piece of paper! I just wrote
your address down next to your phone number and now they're both too smeared to read. Sorry to be a pain,
Dotty, but could you give them to me again? Oh God ... wait ... my time's up and I think I'm out of
change, and, hey, if I give you this number could you call me back? ... "

I Wrap Words
I wrap words
Over a leaf
Binding it to
Sheaves of paper.
I entangle it
Confusing the
Simplicity
Of a leaf
With my
Complexities.

Nike Lanning

I

Paula, whose mysterious disappearances are a minor legend to me, will be here any minute
now. It will be the first time she comes to visit me at a place of my own ... not my parents' house
or somebody's sublet or some airshaft I'm temporarily sharing with some gay guy or a couple of
other women I hardly know. Paula's pretty tactful though. She'll say the right things. As if she
really means them. Still, it bothers me that she may secretly be appalled by the tinyness of the
place and the hand-me-downs I've had to furnish it with ... from what I was able to glom out of
the old house after mother died. Paula's the up-and-coming star designer lady now and I'm sure
there's nothing scruffy about where she's living.
Of course, you never know how it really is with Paula. She fantasizes like mad, or used to, and
now she jargonizes too it seems. Somehow though all that upbeat stuff sounds less idiotic coming
from her lips-why, I don't know.
Of course she'll have more to say when she gets here, but I get the impression Paula really has
got her act together now. Her life's back on track again, while I'm ... well, God knows where I
am. There was a time when Paula had no other choice but to wallow in the dregs of what her
farruly had become. I, by contrast, lived in what seemed to be an atmosphere of relative predicta
bility and at least surface tranquillity. But that was before my father had his midlife crisis ... or
whatever the hell it was ... and left home for good; and mother's breast cancer flared up again
and spread southward; and I finally dropped out of college for good after what had to be some kind
of breakdown, to scuffle through a half-dozen incredibly dreary jobs before landing the numbly
dull but safe one that pays my pittance now-managing meanwhile to avoid lasting relationships
by having half-assed affairs with men of such consuming inadequacy I've become as celibate as a
nun.
Paula just called to say, hang in there Dotty, I'll only be a few minutes late. Chances are the few
minutes will stretch into an hour. Or so. That's the way it's always been with Paula, you know.
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But this time at least she had the courtesy to call, which is not the way it's always been with Paula.
Paula, God bless her, is on of those oddly unanchored women who can't deal with the immuta
bility of time, theirs or anybody else's. I on the other hand am very rigid, very compulsive, about
time, arriving early for everything. I've only lately gotten over feeling resentful of anyone who
isn't that way, too. We're both at fault of course. Paula could be a little more responsible, a little
less inconsiderate of others. And I, in my own best interests, ought to try being a fashionable five
minutes late once in a while to wherever it is I'm supposed to be going. Well anyway, there seems
to be some improvement. On both sides. Paula did call to say she'd be late. That was nice. Toe fact
that the call came a half hour after she was supposed to be here doesn't really bother me all that
much, I think.
The coffee's been ground and poured into the filter, ready for dripping; and I've taken the salad
out of the fridge to let it unchill a little; and I've sprinkled lots of dill on the cold potato soup; and
th~ tarts are in the oven. So everything's set for Paula's rescheduled time of arrival ... twenty
minutes from now. Correction: E.T.A. Estimated Time of Arrival, unless Paula's truly changed her
stripes. But I'm acting as if I know her all too well when, in fact, we've seen very little of
on~-another since my parents shipped me off to college and Paula started putting herself through
design school. But we were very close up till then. Practically from diaperhood until then. Deni
zens of the sandpile in the park to which our folks used to push us in strollers on Spring and
Su~mer a~ternoons. It's been years really ... yet the illusion persists that we are still very close.
:ms,_ despite the fact that Paula's habit of dropping out of my life as abruptly as she drops back
mto it always leaves me with the impression each time that she's dropped out for good. But as is
seen, she always returns ... an intermittently recurring presence ... not like a bad penny, but
as a som~how troubling reminder that my life was once without memories of trauma, and lurching
mood swmgs and a gnawing sense of unpreparedness for ... God knows what.
Paula:s friend, Decker, seems to be hovering between extreme detachment and creeping
Catatorua. He has very straight pale blonde hair and very pale blue eyes and pale thin lips and a
skeletally bony face and the narrow, vulnerable shoulders of a nervous little boy. Where Paula gets
the nerve to bring him with her to my place, uninvited and unannounced, is a mystery to me.
When ,~e leaves the room to take a leak, she says, "I hope you don't mind my bringing Decker
along. Naturally, I say, why of course not-resisting the reflex to add, he's more than welcome.
There is a limit to how far I can carry insincerity.
"Believe me," says Paula ... dark, flashing eyes, large white teeth, a nose that commences
without ridge or bridge from her high forehead, the big-boned, small-breasted, body a little wider
ar~und than it was the last time I saw her ..."believe me, I had no intention of bringing Decker
with me today, but he's in this terrible silent depression again, and I'm afraid that if left alone he
might • • • well, I think he needs the company. In case you're wondering, yes, Decker and I do live
together. Temporarily. But that's only since Mark left for his project in North Carolina and God
knows what I'll do when his firm sends him back. It's strictly a convenience thing, Decker and me.
I mean, until he quit his job we split household expenses straight down the middle. Penny for
penny. I mean we're not, you know, co-habiting, so to speak. Well, sometimes we do-but not in
any kind of committing way; just for the pleasure of it. When, that is, we feel like it. When, you
know, when Decker's up to it. But not now-that's for sure.The shape poor Decker's in, I
w~uldn't think he'_d be capa~le of: .. I mean, I wouldn't, you know, dare run the risk of making
thmgs worse for hrm by putting him to the, you know, the test. Not that it has to be a test. God,
what putzes men are!"
Decker returns from the can and sits on my daybed/couch next to Paula and takes an indifferent
sip from the Virgin Mary I have made for him. And Paula, hardly skipping a beat and scarcely
acknowledging his presence/runs right on ...
"God Dotty, you are looking super! Absolutely luscious. You can't imagine how terrific you're
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looking, I mean, what are you taking, injections or something?" I force a laugh but don't respond.
Paula continues, "I just love your pad. You've done it up so nice."
"Thank you."
"You're welcome. You should see the slum I'm in. God-what a shambles. The furniture's pure
drek and that dumb dog of Mark's just about ruined the beat up old Kirman my mother gave me,
and the ldndlord owes me a paint job-it says so right in the lease but he keeps putting it off. Still
the place is roomy, with lots of sun-I've got to admit that. There's a little dining area I've turned
into a kind of studio, and Decker's got a typewriter and typing table in Mark's room, so he can
really work in privacy there. When he's up to it. So it's not a bad set up. You still into writing and
like that, Dotty?"
I'm not sure Paula's interested in a serious answer, but I reply anyway: "Only what my job calls
for. Brochures, flyers, ad copy once in awhile. Sometimes they give me somebody's technical
article to brush up. That kind of thing. But aside from that, I write poetry once in awhile when the
mood strikes me. But stories? ... I haven't written one in two years, maybe more."
"Wait, wait," says Paula, "You need inspiration? You need material? I'll give you all the material
you need, material enough for an entire novel, my dear." With one hand she picks up her glass of
vodka on the rocks from my coffee table, takes a sip; with the other, she idly massages the back of
Deckers neck. "You know, of course, that my folks have split up," she says.
"No I didn't know."
"God,.ithas been a while, hasn't it. Well, I guess Sam just got fed up with the whole drinking bit
and that's, you know, that's when he decided to pack it in and take off. The incredible part of it is
that instead of lapping up the stuff even more, Rose signed on with A.A. for the first time in her
life and hasn't been on the sauce since. She says. But otherwise she's still the same old Rose. Mrs.
Territorial Imperative herself, trying to hold on to her turf, her so-called squatters rights, and grab
a little of yours in the meantime. She's still trying to cadge every damned penny she can get out of
me sainted father. But Sam knows how to hand himself, God bless him. You know what he ended
up doing? He told that barracuda boss of his to go shove it, then he moved to the coast, L.A. no
less. He's gone into business with Teddy there."
"Teddy's in California too?"
"Yeah-my big brudders a big butter and egg man out there now. A licensed creep he may be,
but Teddy's got a head for business, and he's into more deals than you can count. Teddy's
becoming the boy mogul of Beverly Hills. And he and Sam have set up some kind of fancy
freelance sportswear design shop. Strictly design. No production, no inventory-nothing. It's a
great partnership, believe me. Sam does the designing, the think-tanking, and Teddy handles the
merchandising. And if Rose will only bring herself to let go of Sam for good at long last, he's even
got himself set up with a lady friend out there he thinks he'd like to marry one of these days."
"Sensational."
Paula suddenly begins to look glum. "Yeah. Old Sam's got it good. Like Ma, he has natural
instincts for taking care of himself first." She takes a big slug of her drink; her lower lip quivers.
"You know, of course, that when he took off for the coast, it was strictly a case of fuck you,
daughter-dear, if I may be so vulgar. I was three weeks away from starting my Spring term, with
forty-two dollars to my name, and no job, and staying at a friend's pad temporarily-and off he
goes to conquer the West. That really got to me, Dotty, it really did."
Paula's eyes are shining, but she swallows hard and forces a tightlipped smile, and gives
somnolent Decker an affectionate squeeze on the thigh. She snuffles her nose clear. "Well, it was
the kind of thing you'd expect of Rose, not Sam-no, hardly Sam. Oh well-c'est la guerre. I
picked up the pieces. It took a little scrounging and some fast borrowing from friends, but I
managed to scrape up the deposit for my tuition, and then found a job at Berger King until
something a little better came along, and so in the last analysis, who needs Sam? Except that
grudges aren't my thing, you know. I visited them in L.A. last Fall, and that was nice. My
brothers still Jack Anntwist, the All-American Shit-but Sam's o.k. A little self-involved, but I
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guess he had to be to survive living with me M~w all those years.
Decker removes Paula's gently kneading hand from his thigh and emits a little groan. She turns
to look at him. "What is it, doll-baby? You got the fidgets, huh."
Decker lifts himself up from the couch, flexes his knees and runs a knobby hand through the
thin, blonde hair. "I got to go for a walk," he says. "I really need the air."
I say, "We'll be eating lunch in a few minutes"-but it bothers me that there may not be enough
to go around with Decker here to share it.
"Not for me, thank you," he says with unexpected formality, even a hint of humanity. "I need
the air."
"You want Paula to come with you, sweetie?," Paula asks. "Paula'll keep you company if you
like. Dotty won't mind, will you Dotty?" _
"No, of course not."
"No," says Decker, abruptly now. "I need the air. I'll see you later." He stumbles slightly and
lurches slightly as he walks across my living room bedroom before disappearing into my tiny
hallway and out the front door.
"ls it drugs?," I ask.
Paula looks surprised. "With Decker? No. He likes his pot, but don't we all? And there's some
cocaine once in awhile. But that's not Decker's problem. Decker's problem is, you know, a chemi
cal imbalance. It's a genes thing. His mother was a schizophrenic lady who done herself in with
Tuinalls, and God knows what's happened to the father, and there's a sister somewhere in an
institution-so you get a sense of what it must be that's bothering Decker. He writes though.
Essay-type things. And I have friends who should know who say his stuff, when he's up to
turning it out, is incredibly good. I'll show you some of it sometime if you like. But tell me about
you, Dotty. You've really got to bring me up to date you know."
"Well, there isn't that much to--"
"I heard about your mother. Sad. She was one great lady, your mother was. Classy. A classy,
gutsy lady. And, oh those chocolate chip cookies she used to make! I'd sell my soul to taste one of
her chocolate chip cookies again. I loved your mother, you know. I know that sounds fakey, but I
really did. She was like my own mother, or what I wished my own mother was like. God, I was so
ashamed of Rose. The scenes, and the carrying on. And not just within the bosom of the family, so
to speak. You saw what it was like with her, Dotry. The whole neighborhood knew about Rose, and
everybody at school did, teachers included. It was like having some bag lady in your family. And
here was your mother-absolute perfection! And I envied you so much for that. I'll tell you a little
secret: I resented it sometimes-I was jealous."
"That's understandable."
"A really great lady. Classy. How is it with your father? Does he check in once in a while?"
"Never. For all I know he's dead-but I guess I would have heard about it if he were. I don't
think much about my father any more. Funny ... I was in college and more or less on my own by
the time he went poof, so it wasn't that much of a trauma; it was other things that got to me in
college. I have to admit, my father is, was, at least as loving and generous with me as any father
could possibly be while he was around. And still, if someone called up today and said, Dorothy
your father has died, I don't think it would make much difference to me one way or the other.
Listen Paula, if we don't eat our lunch soon it's going to turn into dinner. I hope you don't mind
eating off the coffee table."
"Well, the thing about Mark is-God, Dotty, this soup is absolutely fabulous! When did you
learn to do things like this? I mean, it's positively heavenly and you deserve-"
"Thank you. But you were saying about Mark?"
"Mark, yes-well the thing about him is he's really not very mature. I mean, he does all right at
what he does. He decided right off in his freshman year in college he was going to be a chemical
engineer, and a chemical engineer is what he became. And then he landed this terrific job with

Pfizer even before he got out of graduate school. I mean, they have recruiters right on campus,
these big chemical fi;ms, and they swept Mark right up into a terrific-paying job. So he knows
what he wants, and that's mature. But then he goes off on this assignment in North
Carolina ... it'll be three months more at least before he's sent back ... and he doesn't even
think to say, well, Paula, it's gonna be the pits down there in the outback with you all the way up
here, and how about we go down together. Dotty, I ask you-don't you think it would have been
the sensible, mature thing to do?"
"You mean for him to make the offer or for you to accept it?"
"Oh! God! No, no, no. I'd never agree to go with him, Dotty. I've got my own thing going here,
my own identity. It's taken me too long to carve out this little piece of motional turf of my
own-professional turf, too. So what's ther to gain by going all the way down to gritsville? No,
what I'm aying i , Mark should have 'at le~st off red, shouldn't he? And maybe tayed behind. I
mean, if the Pfizer crowd couldn't buy it, he could ea ily have gott n just as good a job up here. 1
mean, the Jer ey meadows are infested with chemical firms ju t creaming to lay their hands on
guys with Mark's skills. But no--he chooses to take off-screw you, Paula Krasniki-all the way to
the airport giving me this bullshit about, hang in there Paula, I'll come up whenever I can, and the
six months'll just fly-you just wait and see. Well, fuck that, is what I say. I mean, it really is so
immature, Dotty, can't you see that?"
"Well, I think I do but-"
"The trouble is Mark's such a small person. Literally, I mean. He's only five foot five you know,
and he's got these tiny wrists and delicate little feet and an almost girlish face. I've got three inches
on him and at least twenty pounds. But don't let that fool you-in the sack Mark's a wild man. You
never can tell, can you?" Paula lights up a cigarette before plunging into her salad and I manage to
resist asking her, please, not until after lunch. But she sucks in some smoke and exhales it as she
talks: Mark's littleness is a real problem for him you know. I mean, he exudes confidence and he's
got all kinds of balls about asking for and getting what he wants-but you can tell all he's really
doing is compensating, that there's really this frightened little boy in that tiny little body of his. But
as I say, I've got my own life to live and when the time comes for him to head North again, I think
I'm simply going to have to say-Mark, listen, I love you dearly, you're a darling boy, but
parenting's not my long suit. Get somebody else to take your jockeys to the laundromat and swab
out the toilet bowl-this kid's got other fish to fry. Do you agree or disagree, Dotty?"
·
In a funny kind of way, the conversation seems to me to be getting too close to home for
comfort. "I don't know, Paula," I begin. "It's very hard for me to be judgmental about things like
that, about what's right or wrong with you and Mark. I don't know him at all, so it is unfair, isn't
it? And maybe I don't know you as well as I used to. I was thinking that before you came over, and
now that you're here I keep thinking it's half and half with us: half friends, half familiar stran
gers."
"'Yeah," says Paula reflectively. "You may not think I've had time to think about it the way I've
been raving on, but I know what you mean, I really do." Absently, she spears a piece of cold
asparagus from her plate and pops it into her moulh.
"Anyway," I rush to continue, determined to head off another interruption, "if Mark's anything
like you make him out to be, I think I know him almost as well as you do. It seems like every man
I've ever gotten more than a passing nod from is strictly a Mark type. Starting with my father, now
that !think of it. I-"
"Your father? God! What about mine? At least your father-"
"Our fathers, then," I persisted. "They've both given us lessons in h~w to be let down."
Paula says, "You better believe it!"
I hold up my right hand, palm forward, as if in readiness to swear an allegiance. "I believe, I
believe! Believe me, I believe. You know what I think? I think my father walked out because here
was this adoring little daughter practically in full bloom-I wasn't bad looking at eighteen you
know-and there was my mother with her f~ce and body all bloated with medication, and one
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bench in the neutral, transients, part of the park-the same park where Paula and 1 used to play as
children, we share some pot she had produced from her shoulder bag. As usual, it has no
apparent affect on me. Paula, I gather, uses the stuff so regularly, it's hard to gauge what it does
for her.
"What does it do for you?," I ask.
"It's a defense mechanism," she says. "I mean, I don't know exactly what would happen if I
simply stopped using pot-you know, just stayed with regular cigarettes and an occasional Val
ium when things get a bit much. I'd probably be just fine. But I can't be sure of that, can I? I mean,
what if I gave it up and suddenly turned into a pile of dust or something? What about you,
Dotty-what do you take to keep you all in one piece?"
"Valium' my fix. Ever since coll g when my folk concluded 1might be suicidal and sent me to
a shrink. I use it n ibly though. It helps me simulate sanity. There was a time early on that I had
eye for Lithium. But then somebody told me it did things to your concentration and your
speech- lowed you up sort of, while it calmed you down-like some kind of chemical lobotomy
or something. No way. I'll stick to Valium, thank you ... and some other, generic stuff the doctor
gives me to smooth out my mood swings. You see, Paula, I'm as crazy as you are only less frantic,
more together. Does saying that offend you?"
Paula ignores the question. "What about sex?," she asks.
"What do you mean?"
"What do you do for sex?," she asks.
"I eschew sex for the most part."
"You what?," she asks.
"For the present, I find it simpler, more calming, to deal with men on a non-social level only.
Social intercourse with them ... sexual intercourse ... well, the thought of it can make me break
out into hives and a dreadful vaginal itch."
''Ugh!"
"Ugh is right. I don't enjoy the luxury of anger when it comes to men. I seem to be a magnet for
weak, insecure, nebbishy types ... the kind it's impossible to work up any bile over."
"How grim," says Paula. "You're in worse shape than I've been in."
"That could be."
"Grim," Paula repeats.
The dusk gathers as we sit in silence, at last, for several minutes. Paula is almost in silhouette
sitting by my side. Then out of the shadows Decker materializes before us.
Paula lets loose a little squeal of fright before recovering. "I thought you'd gone home, honey
bunch. How did you find us?"
Decker, wearing a sleeveless sweat shirt, hunches his shoulders against the early-eveni,:,g chill.
"I followed you from the building," he says. "I was keeping an eye on you," he says. There is
almost a trace of humor in his voice.
"My protector," says Paula. She gets up from the ~nch and manages to collect a fillip of flesh
from Decker's bony face into an affectionate pinch. She turns to me, as 1 get up from the bench too,
and kisses me lightly on the lips. "Dotty, it's been great," she says. "It really has. I can't tell you
how much this afternoon's meant to me. It's just terrific how you've taken control of your life. I
mean, nothing's perfect, but at least you've got part of your act together and I think that's just
great. Don't you think so, Decker?"
"I sure do," says Decker tonelessly.
"Listen Dotty," Paula says, "We'll talk some more soon-o.k.?"
"Yes, of course."
"This time we won't let ourselves lose touch-right?"
"Absolutely," I say.
"Hang in there, Hon," says Paula sweetly. She takes Decker's hand in hers and they retreat into

the hadows of the fledgling night, and that's that.

Well, that all happened last year of course-more tlzan a year ago actually. And I hadn't heard fro m Paula
since. Until a ·week ago when she called to say s/ze'd like to stop over that night. I said I couldn't make it that
night. I c;aid I had a date that night but maybe we could get together the next night instead. Oh, he said, /ze
wasn't quite sure she could make it then. Could she call me later when size knew for sure, she asked. I said, of
course. But ·he ha~n't called, and that wac; a week ago, c:o there's no telling wizen I'll see Paula again, is
there? Except that she's bound to be back eventually. Ac; long a:s l live I can count on Pau la to recur. She
won't di ·appear for good-I'm sure of it. Paula's a c;urvivor if there ever wa one!

Allan Morris

At Sea in the City

Your
nice bend over the pool table
as
confidant air and manner to
match
so carefree, nearly heartl ss
striving to stay
unattached
confidant eyes, sure-shot blue;
for the naive, such
teasers,
sophisticates, pleasers,
but for me they're just
dream freezers

pirates love their seas
treasure ju t give a rea on to be there
when the sun comes in
on the water
in my eyes
the sea is a place for all mi fits
then i'm wandered all over the city
with the sun b hind
a sky the color of concrete clouds
i dream of the sea
when my sense find time
to return
place
lonlier than at ea
i in citie
and i n ver
lea rned why we stay here
i didn't want
or they told me not to want
don't want to be a pirate

Chris Bertke

And I Remember
and i remember
the angry mocking, bitter, hurt,
the intentional dissembling
the cold hard edge to my voice
denying warmth and depth of ~eeling
the shields like frozen fields of ice
devoid of life
that move in crushing floes
their jagged teeth, in ragged gaping jaws
revealing night black waters
like wounds, they open up, bleeding, death;
flaws in the pristine perfection
of that frigid wilderness
of snow-

i feel like a pirate in the city

Carolyn Blakelock
Barb Taylorr
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Winter Garden
The man's hou e
(the house he had designed and built with his own trong hands)
smells like dusty yellow newspapers and peppermint and tir d
muscle ointment.
The man
(the husband, father, brother, grandfather)
lies tucked under heavy, scratchy blankets.
His hands
(the hands that had clawed the moist earth and planted the
springsummerfall rainbow garden)
rest upon the heavy blankets: veined and waxy now.
The man
(the man who had planted memory seeds in my mind)
lies in morphine sleep, rasping wheezing breaths between
trembling lips.
The window
(the window next to the man who lies in his bed)
exposes the snowed-over garden.
The garden
(the garden that is now a winter garden)
sleeps under the heavy, crusty snow:
but the seeds have been planted.

K. Willardson
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OairdeLune
I thought my place was best for hiding
moon corridors of my youth
filled like a trapeze artist 1
empty air and all of me
children learn at an early age
to stay
clear of moon
not I
to be seen
wetting finger,
dangerously approaching the fiery aura
the moonglow,
the untouchable
clear of moon
I staggered into a clearing
only to be haunted further
if night had broken the spell
I would have drowned
in that post-earthly light
that stark white flood of moon glacier
sliding down the mountains of sky
snagging on stars and comets
with age I did learn to steer
clear of moon
teasing moon that filled my room
full of light
full of insomnia
I the trapeze artist
suspended high above
the neon moon, the white light district
ofmyyouth
the sleeplessness
of age
with wisdom
stays
clear of moon.

Julie Jandel
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Zarto Mandola
Unlocked Door
"I'm a me enger" he said "with a pecial for you"
I told her "Go away-I'm hot from the shower
othing on but this towel-got no time"
"You don't under tand what it' all about"
Standing in her nug red atin
"I've got !O come when the send me"
he moved aero th boards of my room
Almost floating wHh eves do ed
Finger interlocking b~hind my neck
Flatt ning her brea t again t my chec;t
Her chin tilting up and e er higher
And when he ki ed me op n-mouthed
H r breath' a<; colder than death.

William M. White

F w p pl hav h ar of Zarto Mandola. l Lt:rlainl ne\' >r ha c. That' 1::o why th t rott 'n on-ot
a-bit h isn't going to b my ub1E!ct. Almo~t veryon •, how
r, has heard l.)f Miles John on
playboy, auth r, bon vi ant. But l know nothing of him, ithe1. That' why I'm having uch
difficulty gettmg thi ... this thing underway. A subJe t 1 ne d d. That should pos n) problem,
for I am sub1ect of all I urvey.
Indeed, my problem is the things lam subjected to . Take Zarto, tor example. When he stormed
out of his office, he yelled at me that 1 would never work as a longshoreman a long as he lived. He
was nght, but it didn't bother me. I've never worked as a longshoreman anyway, and have no
plans to. But Zarto controls the longshoremen's union and he doesn't control the clerks' union
(which is what I am ... or was until he fired me), so he decided to make a threat he could fulfill
rather than an empty one which we would both recognize as pompous bombast. And that mutual
recognition would have created a bond between us, forced us against our wills to be fnend
(friendship being the sharing of mutual percephons of the uruverse), forced him to keep me on,
forced me not to spill the Boston-baked about his skimming pension funds, forced a brotherhood
between me and that hood.
So he wisely refrained from the empty threat and that whole string of consequences. A p r eptive man, Zarto Mandola.
Still, although the threat he made wa of little impact upon my career (such a it wa ), it was a
blow to my ego. The implication (don't think I don't notice implications), of c mse, was that l
couldn't be a longshoreman if I wanted to be even without h1 mterference (Zarto loves his little
implicahons, all right.) Not long enough for the job, they'd ay. Five-six, a hrimp that should be
unloaded from a fishing boat rather than one of the unloaders, they'd ay. And not even stocky.
Such bruisers put no stock m agility and lean mus ulanty. Napoleon ..... as actualy fr\, foot-six and
history ha labelled even him a small man.
Zarto surely knew that this would be the burr under my saddle Subtl and crafty demon
Implying I'm some weak-willed short-limbed qua hed human incapable of flinging 300-pound
boxes of grapefruit.
That's why I'm waiting here to kill Zarto with this .22-a mall man' gun.
But I don't want to be a murderer. It's hard enough finding a clerking post now without
something like that hanging over my head. Events have conspired ... yes, conspired ... to
bring me to this pass. I'm not an accountant ... I shouldn't have even noticed those details which
proved that Zarto was stealing the union blind. I'm not a hero, either. Yet suddenly I was noticing
and suddenly I was confronting him. I said I'd go to the police. What have I to do with the cops?
Who needs the trouble? But there I wa , saying I'd have to report it and he was saying I'd never be
a longshoreman.
I guess I know enough about men like Zarto to know the rules: kill or be killed. He'll have to
shut me up. So I must stop him from stopping me. And then I'll forget about going to the cops.
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After all, who would look better for his murder than the guy who wa squealing on him?
It seems that F te has brought me here, some grand design that had in it since the beginning of
time my murdering Zarto Mandola. Yet I don't believe in Fate. Sure, coincidences happen and we
look back at them and say "Wow, it was fated that we meet" but that's ju t hindsight-any
arrangement of events seem fated after they've occurred. Still, it sure seems fated that I kill Zarto
1
or that he kill me. That's why I'm crouched here with my .22 waiting to kill him first.
But I don't want to b a murderer, so I'm testing Fate. If it' really fated that I kill him, so be it.
But I'm not going to mak it easy. I am crouched behind the d sk with my .22 waiting for Zarto, all
right, but I'm thr e mil s away from the Union building that house!; Zarto' ta teless office. I am in
Mil John on's office, to b
act. And Mile John on, bon vivant, knows nothing of Zarto
Mandola. They Ii on differ nt id of th track , on diff rent plan . P rhap Zarto ha h ard of
Mil ... he mu t have lo k d at n wsp p r or
n a magazin on e in hi life. But th y do not
know ach other. I'm ur . I caJled Mil John on' offic y t rday t ch ck. H he d n v r v n
h ard of him.
That' why 1 to k all th troubl to hr ak into Mil ' office and to crouch h r behind hi desk. If
Zarto do sn't how up by morning so I can kill him, all b t are off. I'll tel phone him and ay I'm
leaving town and don't care how much he steals from the union. In fact, I hope all those loud
mouthed insulting clods he represents all wake up one morning old and retired and pensionless. It
would serve them right for making fun of a guy's size.
To amuse myself while I wait fruitlessly for Zarto to appear, I doodle this and that. It's hard
keeping awake unless you're doing something ... anything.
When Zarto Mandala opens the door and walks into Miles's office, I'm not surpiised. That's the
way my life has gone o far.
"For Christsake," he says when he sees me and my pal, "this i where you are. Shoot me, you
fool. Didn't my insult make you mad enough to kill me? Are you a wimp or what? Do
it ... you've wasted three days already."
ow what?

Steven Strang

short and mean

oral roberts on channel H
you are loved
motion
everything begins to sound
and read
like a passage
biblical
and profound
old ladies sing in the choir
mid-life guidance
old age redemption
and fanaticism for youth
you consume me
i consume you
pass that wafer
along w/ four silver nails
some 2 x 4's
and a sword
adolf never had
a wooden cross behind him
just the masses
but they were of his time
not two thousand years later
oh . . . i' m sorry
we love you,
you know

trying to
rea~h
the top
she stomps
mashes
climbs on
over the others
meaner than
her

Glenn Wave

She-ryl L. Nelms
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Bad Lands
We were havin' a roarin' good time,
until her husband came home,
and I was polite, like I invented it, you see,
so I don't know what made me,
shoot him dead,
maybe it was because he had the bad taste,
to show up when he did,
or maybe it was because he sneered at me,
the way he did.
But probably it was the way I wanted his wife,
anyway, I says to her, "I want you",
and it was just a random thing,
out of the blue I had to have that woman.
So we pushed his body under the couch,
and l took her real polite and slow,
l mean I didn't even bite her lip or nothin',
and I would call that a pretty good time,
and, like I said, I went real slow,
and didn't stare into her eyes or nothin',
and finally she says, "Aren't you ever going to make it?"
Sol did.
And I wasn't nervous or embarrassed or nothin',
until she puts on her glasses and says,
"Where'd ya get somethin' like that?"

Tom Vermilion
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Pigeons (To a bird in flight)

I am Charlie

There are a thousand hatr ds
in my soul that aren't
me.
Say a prayer for sonny Momma.
There are a lot of me' s that
never were.
Say a prayer for nothing Momma.

· I am Charlie
Lesbian woman
Crazy-eyed daughter
Lover of night
lam the Moon
Bringer of soft storms
Creator of quiet light
Woman who needs Woman
who wants Woman
who wants Life

And when I splat and I
resound Momma,
resound,
resound.
Smack into the ground

Dancing in the sunset
Yawning at the sunrise
Poet in the dawn-fall
Mother of the song
Love is around her
Love is inside me
I am my mother
My mother is life

Momma.

Mike Hosier

C.L. Terry
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Introduction to a Peach
l bit into the mi hap d phere and
Tangy juices trickled down my hin
A few drops played upon my tongue
Sen es told me it was good
I pulled a chunk of flesh into my mouth
Fuzzy skin strange to my lips
Held the flavor long within
Then swallowed
Another bite I took
Then more the same
Unchewed hunks of meat slid down my throat
Nectar of the fruit ran uncontrolled
Dripping from my coated chin to breast
Until
Nothing left
But a sticky seed
A barren hardened core of that passion food
In which thick grooves held veins
Bright red
I held the ruin in my hand
As thirsty throbbing taste buds lusted
Realizing that the misshaped sphere
Had sinfully been wasted

I ane Seifried
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Chivalry
"Oh I am just a gumball in the bowling alley of life Feely! Oh I am such a nothing!" says the little
guy to Felicia, with a somber earnestness.
"God but you're boring," Felicia says. Biting a nail.
"There are important people in this world Feely! Important people. And me?-Oh I am such a
nothing Feely! Such a real nothing!" the little guy says, taking up his little fists and pounding the
table with a vigor.
"Really," says Felicia, "can't we talk about something else Hon? The weather maybe? Taxes?
God but I'm sick of the subject."
"Gee Feely, I am awful sorry. But I can't help it! I'm just plain no good as a human being. Darn it!
I can't even carry on a conversation properly! I swear that God must have farted when I was born.
Otherwise why am I so lousy Feely? Otherwise why am I such a skum?"
"You aren't lousy nor skummy Hon, you're just boring," says Felicia. She's gnawed the one nail
down far enough to cross her threshold of pain and searches among the remaining nine for a next
meal.
"That's just what I mean Feely! Oh I am such a jerk! Such a garsh dam loser. I can't see why you
put up with me. I really can't."
"You aren't at all a loser Hon. You're incredibly boring, that's what it is. Why when it comes to
losers Hon I've known some real ones in my life. Some imperial Sir Bozos. You aren't that bad.
Really Hon, you aren't."
"Losers even worse than me Feely?"
"Very, very much worse."
"Really?"
Felicia removes her hand from her mouth and fixes the little guy with a steady gaze. "Do you
want to hear about this one guy I knew? It's not at all a pretty story. He was the rotten pit worst
loser there ever was. I mean he went fishing in the dregs."
"O~would you tell me about him Feely? You tell stories so really well. And maybe it will help
me to feel a lot better about myself!"
"Well ... "
"Oh puh-leeeez Feely?"
"Oh well then I guess. I remember just like it was yesterday Hon. Sam was the man's name,
Sam Smith. I met him in the Flurried Eagle bar, which was my hangout back when I lived down
south. I've told you about the Flurried Eagle, haven't I Hon?"
"l remember you telling me all about it Feely. I remember yotl telling me it was a real dump and
that you're just glad you're the heck away from there because it was such a down atmosphere. You
realize now."
"That's right Hon. That's just what I did say. Well Sam was another of the regulars at the bar.
You see me and most folks went to the Flurried Eagle to socialize. Just to catch a little smiley face.
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But Sam, he was a real drunk. I mean that man hadn't had enough in his belly unless he couldn't
stand because he was so drun . He'd drink and drink and drink until he'd just flop over off his
stool and the guy who ran the place would have to throw him out to sober up some. And every
time it was still early when he'd gotten to that tate and lots of people outside would have to watch
to keep from stepping on him; and try to ignore hi puke. Kids would steal his money while he
was pa sed out. Like I said, it wa really a ad thing.
"A few hour later though h wa alway back. Mayb he'd have changed his shirt if he did
puke up too much, then mayb panhandl if the kids had gotten to him. And then he'd ju t start
in drinking again, like ther wa no g d reason to top wallowing except mayb to breathe. He
do ed the bar ev ry night and op n d it every morning."
"G sh F ly. Sam mu t hav had ome real mental probl m !"
"Oh you think that' what made him u h a lo er, ju t drinking? That' all pl in nothing
ompar d to what h ppencd to him that n day H n . It wa truly a . ad v nt."
"I b t Sam died ."
"That' right Hon. am did die. And it wa hi own If at fault, true nough. But I can't get over
th way th vents tran pired. It wa just ad Hon. Sad . Sam had been through his round one for
that day already. He'd been toss d out and was back and heavily into round two."
"So Sam was tinking drunk, huh Feely?"

Only one little shove and there was Sam backpeddling and flailing ~is arms lik:;_bir d c:~~ht:~:
a storm. Until THWOCK! he head smacked into the comer of the agarette ma me an
e
dumb bastard was dead! Sam was dead!"
,,
"Sam should've just left well enough alone, huh Feely?
"He'd be alive today. That was just so stupid."
"Poor Sam."
"Yes Hon. Poor Sam."
"Poor, poor Sam."
"Awfully poor. But mostly silly Hon."
"Poor Sam "
h
"()h youg.oose'" say Felicia, laughing suddenly. "You're such a goose! Oh Hon, you ~rBe ~uc a
cheer
nng on
goo e! Enough of· this topic. There's b en enough o f I· t I say: On with life'. On
. withh"l
More?"
1
the beer! You do notice we're low on that sustenance Hon? Ive talked for qmte aw e.
·
"Sure Feely. Yeah. I'll go get us some more beer.,,
d her
The little guy goes to belly up to the bar, leaving Felicia to herself, and her thoughts. An
cuticle cuisine.

"The man was blitzed Hon. He was staggering stupid drunk. But I didn't pay him no attention
because he was always like that-if he hadn't been drunk, now that would have been the oddity.
So I was mostly ignoring him. Anyways, all of a sudden in walks Big Bart-"
"Big Bart, Feely? Real mean Big Bart?"
"None other."
"Gosh."

Mike Hosier

"Well Big Bart had had a few already himself. Quite a few . And like usual he was feeling onery
and thinking maybe he'd get a little bit touchy-feel friendly with me. Well I just didn't want to deal
with him that day. I'm moody, you know Hon?"
"Sure Feely. Yeah, I know."
·

"Big Bart could be a nice guy when he wanted and all, but God, that day I didn't want to deal
with him. No special reason. That day I just wanted to be left well enough alone. You know Hon?"
"Yeah, Feely, I know."
"So 1sort of put him off."
"You told him to get lost Feely?"
"What else? Big Bart never did take well to subtlety. Well then Big Bart got all mean and nasty
about it. He started in grabbing me and snarling like some kind of animal, causing me to lose much
of the gentleness of my femininity in telling him to stop it. Finally I got fed up and I jumped up and
shrieked a couple times 'cause I knew the guy who ran the place had a shotgun behind the bar. At
least that would get Big Bart to cut it out if wor t came to worst.
"When all of a sudden there wa Sam clinging on Big Bart's back and clawing him and shouting,
'Leave her alone Goddamn you! Leave the poor woman alone!'"
"Wow, Feely."
"I've never exaggerated as to Big Bart's size Hon. That man only grunted and reached behind
himself to grab Sam one-handed. Then he yanked him around front-Sam cursing and kicking all
the·while-until their faces weren't more than a breath apart.
,
"'You leave me alone Goddamn-you little shit!' Big Bart told Sam real violent. And he gave Sam
a shove and-God."
"What happ ned Fe.ely? What?"

Peacock Pomp
Robed in gleeming hues
he struts an Emperor's strut.
His blazon feathers trail
rainbows gold,
his classic cry heralds
lands of old.
But for all his pomp and stomp
it's hard to conceive
he boasts a dinosaur's brain.

Diane Webster

"Oh Hon! Why didn't that stupid drunk leave well enough alone? I could've handled Big Bart
easy enough if I had to! I didn't need his damn help! That scrawny drunk bastard coming up
• against a mountain like Big Bart? It was just suicide for him to do that. Too damn drunk to reason
between what is and isn't and ... I didn't need his help! You talk about being so bad off Hon?
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My Freudian Intellectual Stage

O'hare inspiree
under a
green shrubbery
and

I remember taking a vacation
when I was ten
a mother and father and I
went to Kentucky.
Harlan.
We visited second cousins.
They are a clan of paranoid-Christian
harvesters. I was permitted
to milk their cows and
chase their chickens.
Generally: I was told to prattle as
young boys do and wallow in
my snugness-while I
had it. I did.

beside a
frog and some
grass

I had one sad moment though
when I wandered
down to a nearby railroad track,
visualizing the beauty in that sooty
blackness in the coal-covered
silence.
Very few trains passed.

unbeknownst
to Duane, lay
his
keys

Joel Katz

I pleased myself
by balancing and even
fluttering on the transverse beams.
Alone
I stood peering as far down
the delineated track
as was humanly possible.
Where did it lead?
(I wondered what hobos were)
At ten, I was my own tiny country
Free of politics, slander and eroticism.
My own democracy of one.
The only thing that
upset my weal was a
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Like Aphrodite
loosened tooth or
the occasional migrane headache
I contracted
on humid afternoons
Anyway when I was swaying
n tho e b am
for one tran i nt moment
I felt th sick omen of
adol sc nee
whirring in my oul
and I we p d, with cordiality,
in its middle terrible eye.
And I fell supinely
on the smut-tracks
and pretended (as ten year olds do)
that a gargantuan train
was high-balling its thing
toward my abdomen
for to slice me in half
in one swell swoop.
The tracks painted
black stripes
on my back
The crimson Ra ball
of Kentucky
loomed in the west
and burned my shoulders

bawdy and brilliant woman
you were the backbone
of Scott City from birth
the only stalk in Kansa
strong enough to withstand the winds
that whipped the will
right out of the r st of them
"wimps" you call d the farmer' sons
plowing paths to your porch
while you sipped six-packs
and chuckled from the back seat
of the only convertible in town
you got your educdtion
down at the garage
mingling with the mechanics
"chewing the fat" with Poop and Fuzz
you forgot about school
and gathered their stories
like food for survival
you learned early to sort and to see
at home with the hoodlums or the "Harrisons"
you knew your Bach and backhoes
(and even stole one once to
chase farmers at the fair)
how you drove the men mad

Then my thin, hairless legs
carried me bleatingly to the farmhouse
and just before I reached to open
the ide creen door,
I heard the rackety chug
of a freight train
in the distance.

they all wanted you
but you chose a crippled man
who loved to laugh
a lawyer in a wheelchair
whose paintbrush was a weapon
against a mobile world
besides "Brice had brains"
suffocating in Scott City
the two of you opened the atlas
with eyes closed your fingers pointed- Phoenix
cactus and coyotes
there only the sun would be stifling

I had to laugh.

Jerry Williams
Chris Bertke
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Sentence Made of Ice
The sniper stared intently at his target. The butt of his hi-powered rifle was pressed against his
right shoulder. Tne stock rested on his left hand, and his right index finger was wrapped lightly
around the trigger. Across the street, a teen-aged girl with long, brown hair and matching leather
jacket had just left the drugstore where she worked. She had no idea what lay ahead for her.
In high school, everyone had disliked Jerry Siegel. He was the straight "A" science student that
people made fun of. He was the object of all the class practical jokers, in and out of school. Several
times they had stolen his horn-rimmed glasses (which he could see nothing without). They had
stolen his clothes and tied them in knots while he showered after gym class. He was a loser with
the girls, because he was genius and not a jock. Even the very obese girls refused dates with him.
He kept an eye out behind him, and the slightest noise, or tap on the shoulder had come to
make him nervous and very jumpy. Jerry's father, a Korean War veteran, had nothing to do with
him. He claimed Jerry was a sissy and a "mama's boy." Mr. Siegel was a tough guy. He played
rugby on the weekends, which at forty-two, is a remarkable sport to be participating in. He also
loved to hunt, especially big game, and owned several very expensive rifles.
During Jerry's senior year, he had watched a very good looking girl get crowned homecoming
queen. He hadn't seen her before, that he could recollect, but he knew her name was Janet Sharpe.
He followed her around school for weeks. Finally, he gained enough nerve to ask her out.
Naturally, she turned him down, like everyone else. He really liked this girl a lot, she was gor
geous. He thought he really loved her. He went back to her, time and again, the way a tongue goes
back to a sore tooth it can't let alone. She declined until prom time rolled around. For some strange
reason, she said she would go to the prom with him. The biggest night of all, and he had the best
looking girl in the school all to himself. He rented a real sharp tux, and a silver corvette. Nothing
was too good for this girl. He'd been dreaming about this night for months. He could see himself
dancing with Janet, looking into her deep, sad-looking brown eyes, then maybe, yes, even kissing
her.
He walked up the front walk, and scaled the three steps leading the porch in one leap. He rang
the doorbell and waited. His tan suit was perfect, his hair was combed neatly, a look of perfection.
A lady he thought to be in her mid-thirties answered. "Hi," he said. "I'm Jerry Siegel." The lady
answered, "What can I do for you Jerry?" "I'm here to pick up Janet for the prom." He gave a
puzzled look, he knew something was wrong. "There must be some mistake, Janet left about ten
minutes ago," she said.
Jerry turned and ran back to the car. "No mistake," he said aloud to himself. I should've known
she was lying. Just like the rest, she had gotten her laughs. He hated her now; he loved her, but he
hated her. He decided then and there that he would get even with all of them. He knew just how.
She walked briskly, for it was cold, and the wind was blowing rather fiercely. Jerry lay in the
front seat of his car, learning on the passenger side door, with the driver's window open.
Behind him, he couldn't see the meter maid checking his meter, it was expired. He hadn't
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thought about that. He was shaking already. He glanced down the barrel again. The bead at the
end was resting uneasily above Janet's sternum. He knew he didn't really want to hurt her, but he
wanted to teach everyone a lesson. He had been humiliated for the last time.
The meter maid walked to the window and knocked. She was going to tell him to put a nickel in
the box or move, but she didn't have time. At the first sound, he jumped and the gun went off.

David Noel Lee

Intimate Montage (For Carol)
Oh my. Always something m1ssmg something gone: a cat a bowl
another friend.
holes
tucking them away like fine linen.
It's distressing
endlessly folding up
I need relief
I'll line up distractions: Newsweek tangerines
How restful peeling soft fruit flipping glossy pages as dusk quietly implants itself.
I light a purple candle.
black glass dome unmoonlit
and too many stars
This night disturbs me
No room out there for doing none for saying
Nothing is mine.
If you need me really need me I'll be home talking to my water colors receiving swirled
replies: "Telegram from azure blue."

Janet Joel Boring
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Beyond the Net
,.
I

-

there is a rose within him
lknow
hi disgmse is merely wings
and a scent of freedom
who knows better of freedom
th n I
in searching the meaning to be free
learn d
fre dom is nothing
beyond captivity
and he

Pagan Alexander

"
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echoes
I went down to the basement store
where the boys all jump and yell for more
on the dance floor
and they all stopped to Jook at me
some funny boy w/ flannel sleeves
and bad skin
they were punkers; the r tie kind
you'd have to pla ter pit b tw en their yes
b fore they'd r ally Ii ten
and the band that played was fast and loud
pretty boys w/ their heads in the clouds
playing echoes
of better days and a better sound
fifteen years and all they'd found
to do were replicas
but the crowd was wild when they were on stage
screaming 'bout their innerrage
they thought it was so real
then they put some records on real tight
jumpin' out on every line
but it really didn't have no soul
and a voice came on the radio
said a.man gunned down had hit the cold
stone porch of a brownstone
then the music that they played was fine
four young men w/ blind white eyes
playin' rock and roll

Images
a mazed web of treacheries
punctuated by the baleful glinting
of dark desires-midnight madness, bleak despair
hallucinations of terror,
wildly imagined
spinners net of deep self-doubt
caught in a well of ignorance-
no light can pierce the darkness
of that clammy shaft,
and eyes glow red
because the light
reflects the blood
discoloring false memories
staining yesterday-

Carolyn Blakelock

0

and me, I settled back and tried
to picture something in my mind
that seemed so long ago
but all that came to me were lines
and this voice kept whispering in my mind
where do you go?
where do you go when your heroes are gone? ·

Glenn Wave
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Sometimes
sometimes
when the wind is brighest
and the sun blows warm against
my face
i wonder why i'm moving
i'm in a car
and.usually moving away from all
the cows and th country in the un
Why do we always go away from
the things w love b t?
is it some crazy
sense
of duty
do we believe we have to
are we always just thinking
that we love what is gone
and be blind to the good
things now
Why am i always in a car moving
somewhere
when the wind is brightest
and the cows sparkle in the sun
i must know what she means about spring
it's just that its only
getting stronger now
i only felt it a little before
but each year it does get harder
and sadder
and the outdoors
make me so changed
why don't i love horses
and stay on the farm
"people gotta change"
i always said
but my changes
confuse in my head
when its warm
and the sun's in spring

Detwiler's Element
D twiler's prize for winning hi company' annual ales contest was a one week all-expense
paid vacation for two to Acapulco, Mexico. But Detwiler was a single man and had no special
friends. Going to a resort alone wa not Detwiler' s idea of a good time, but that was only part of
the trouble. After he returned from Acapulco, he had to give a talk before the company's entire
state sales force. Local, state, and national executives would also be in attendance to hear
Detwiler' s words, to hear him tell in an inspiring way how he had managed to win the award,
beating all the company's crack state sales people. Detwiler had had trouble over the years
meeting his bare minimum quota, and now he had won the award through a shoddy fluke he did
not care to dwell upon just now.
At this particular time, he was wondering what on earth he would do all by himself in Acapulco,
down among all that sun and sand, since there seemed to be no way he could get out of the trip,
and he was wondering what on earth he would say to all those people when he got back from
Acapulco. He had to take the trip under circumstances, Detwiler felt, that amounted to false
pretenses, a bogus situation that had been thrust upon him through no real fault of his.
Detwiler's company manufactured and sold costume jewelry. Trinkets. Gewgaws. Baubles.
Beads and bangles. Rather pretty and flashy junk. Detwiler, for a fact, hated his work. He hated
the company. Detwiler, a sensitive man, was sitting now in his small apartment trying to sort out
his predicament, trying to bring some sense to the strange set of events that were already in
motion. Wheels were turning as a result of the fact that Detwiler knew a wealthy woman named
Mrs. Hogan. Mrs. Hogan had been his mother's close friend, and Mrs. Hogan, Detwiler felt, was
the cause of his woes. Mrs. Hogan had bought Detwiler's entire and huge stock of costume jewelry
and had ordered several thousand dollars more of the stuff to be delivered to her. Trifles and
bagatelles were Mrs. Hogan's thing of the year.
Detwiler sat and stared out the window and began to hate Mrs. Hogan more and more. I am a
total mess, Detwiler said to himself. I hate my job, my so-called product, my company, my
co-workers, Mrs. Hogan. I hate having to go to Acapulco. I hate having to give a speech. I hate
myself. I hate the friends I don't have, and would hate them worse if I had them. I am certainly
one total mess. Suddenly, Detwiler had a vision of several hundred people at the company's
annual banquet. He was standing at the podium, the audience was ready to hang on to his every
word, and Detwiler, tanned from the sun in Acapulco, opened his mouth to relate his sales
miracle, and little broken pieces of glass and paste particles, terrible tinsel, costume jewelry as it
was known, came hurtling out of his mouth, went flying into the air and into the open mouths and
eyes of his rapt audience. It was all too much. Detwiler fixed himself a stiff drink. There's got to be
an answer, besides suicide, to all this, he thought. I wonder, he further thought, what it is. Ah, he
thought now, perhaps I will be slaughtered by bandits in Mexico. Not bad. Not bad at all.
Detwiler began to feel better. He sat and sipped and considered his true options. Since I will
have to live and face this thing through or down, he felt, he said to himselt'now, I can go to

Barb Taylo"
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Acapulco and ... think about returning from there. No, no, he thought, that's much too defeatist
an attitude. I could get some sort of partner and legitimize the journey to a small degree. No, not
realistic enough. Who would want to go with me? Mrs. Hogan? Ah, Detwiler thought. I could
confes to the blasted company that one customer, and one only, had brought about
my ... windfall, this hollow victory, and she was, at best, silly, at worst, senile, and she loved
rubbish and-No, what am I thinking of? I might pos ibly have to go to jail for something akin to
fraud. Jail. Now that's a possibility. But ... no. I could up and quit the company in my moment of
phony triumph, but who else would ev r hire me? Me, with my lack of ... ambition. I have
enough money to live on if I'm careful, but I have to stay busy, even if it' a job I despise, even if
it's peddling trash to gullible women with cobalt blue hair. Mrs. Hogan's current color.
Stay busy, Detwiler thought. Ye . Very important. And now I have a week off. I, he aid, would
become a hop le drunk if I did not tay busy. H drain ~d the last of hi drink. And I am
uppo ed to be, at this very minute, he r m mbered now, in Acapulco, soaking up the un,
inking in the sand, taring at th sea. I can try to stay bu y there in that tropical paradi e I have
heard o much about. l can try. I absolutely must try. It may be hard, but I am fore d to give it a go. .
And right now, too.
He picked up the telephone and made flight arrangements, grabbed one small bag, and in an
hour he was on his way to Acapulco. On the plane, huddled in his seat, he tried to figure out what
he would say in his talk to the assembled group. The talk was scheduled in eight days at the
company's meeting at a ballroom in a large hotel. What the devil can I tep all those dopes, Detwiler
wondered, all those silly asses? Those idiots who even wore some of their own rotten products
around their dumb necks, pinned to their stupid suits, ringed around their asinine fingers. And
that was just the men. The women salespeople draped the garbage all over themselves. And one
old fool of a man even wore an earring. At least he"'only wore one. The state sales manager
managed to carry eight fake ruby, diamond, emerald and sapphire rings around on his fat and
foolish fingers. Some were men's rings, some were women's. The state sales manager did not seen
to know the difference, or care about it. The man was a complete boor. And the boss.
Detwiler reached under his seat to take his sunglasses out of his bag. He opened the bag.
Detwiler had brought the wrong bag. He had brought his sample case. His merchandise winked
and gleamed up at him.
"Oh my God, no," Detwiler yelped, and the hostess, who was just passing by, stopped and
said, "Air pocket, sir, just a slight jolt," and offered him a drink. "Big jolt," Detwiler said,
snapping his case shut and grabbing two little bottles of Scotch, peeling off the tops with shaking
fingers and drinking the contents in two gulps. My goddam sample case, he thought, closing his
eyes and moaning. Terrible and tricky trinkets. What is wrong with me? Don't I know one bag
from another? What am I going to do in Acapulco with a little suitcase full of ... merchandise?
Bribe the natives? Buy a piece of beach? Throw the baubles to the sharks? Decorate a
whorehou e ... and four whore ?
I'll think of something, Detwiler said. I have to. I got myself into . .. something, I'll get myself
outof"Welcome to Acapulco," a voice on the intercom said. "Hope you enjoyed your flight, folks,
and now welcome to the resort that has everything. Everything under the sun."
~cept what is in my sample case, Detwiler thought. Everything except that.
' His hotel room overlooked a slum. Perfect, Detwiler thought, just perfect for the way I feel. I
shall not request a room with a view, a view other ... than what I've got. Nature and room clerks
provide. Detwiler opened the window and took a deep breath. Yes, nature, on the loose, certainly
does provide, it most certainly does do that. Any why shouldn't it? Nature calls and will not shut
up. I can see it, smell it strongly. He closed the window and looked around the room, his eyes
settling on the sample case on the bed. Shit and sham, Detwiler said. Shit out, sham in. I think I'll
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take the out, not the easy one, but the-He opened the window again and took a deep breath. Not
all that bad, he thought, this paticular matter of nature. Honest, at least. No pretense. Or else I
must have developed a forced immunity to everything, absolutley everything, gold, garbage, shit,
· sham. I don't know anymore what is good, what is real, and what is bad, what is-what under the
sun, under theHe looked out the window and saw a young woman sitting in front of a cardboard and tin shack.
She was combing her long and loose bla(:k hair and was glancing up to his room from time to time.
She was a beautiful woman, a rose among the thorns, a diamond in the rough, a pearl in the
Detwiler looked at her long and longingly and made up his mind. He got his sample case and
removed as many rings, necklaces, pin , tiaras a would fit in a pla tic sack he took from the closet.
Then he went back to the window and called to the woman.
"Hello down there! Do you speak English?" he stopp d combing her hair and looked up and
nodded and smiled. "Well, good," D twiler went on, pleas d. H hesitated a moment, then said,
"Say, I hope you won't misunder tand or ... anything lik that, but ... I have some presents
for you."
She stood up and stopped smiling, "Presents?"
"Not much I admit, but maybe you can peddle them to the rich tourists here."
"Peddle them? Sell them? What are the presents?"
''Have a look," Detwiler said, and he tossed the sack to her, she caught it, and then he watched
her look at and sort through the shining objects. She had a peculiar expression on her face.
"They're all fake," Detwiler called to her. "Fake, fake, fake."
"Fake?" She looked up.
"All a sham."
"Sham?"
"Forget it," Detwiler said. "Do what you will with the stuff. It's not real. Imitations of ...
nature."
"What I will? Imitations? Not real?"
"Not ... really." I can't stand it any longer, Detwiler thought now. That poor girl. What have I
done to her? What kind of patronizing selfish fool am I? Foisting that stuff off on an innocent
young-He closed the window and left the room. I'll need a few basic items to get me through a
time here, he said, and went to the lobby with his sample case and bought some things, including
a bathing suit. He returned to his room, put on the suit, took the rest of his merchandise and went
over to the window. The young woman was gone. Detwiler threw a few baubles to a boy standing
by a septic tank, taking a pee. One light little ornament hit the boy on the head and bounced off,
into the puddle at his feet. Oh hell and damnation, Detwiler said, and went down to the hotel's
beach.
Lying on the sand, Detwiler felt better about the world. Piss on it, he said. Throwing away that
junk did me a lot of good. Maybe Acapulco will have a good influence on me. Maybe, just maybe, I
can learn to ... hate things less. That is, he qualified, not hate things more. He looked to the sky.
A dark cloud seemed to move swiftly under the sun, and now rain began to fall, gently at first, and
then with a ferocious intensity. Damn, Detwiler said. Just when I was beginning to feel good about
things. Well, nature again. You can't fight everything, you just can't fightDetwiler retreated to the bar. I can't fight nature, he said, but I can try to fight boredom. With
booze? Detwiler shook his head, said i:io, not that again, left his drink on the bar and went to the
lobby and sat on a sofa. He looked across the room and saw Mrs. Hogan. She was with a young
and slick-looking man and she was signing the guest register. She turned to face her young man,
and Detwiler saw that she was decked out in all her fake finery, all or most of the junk he had been
forced, he felt, to sell her. Detwiler stood up and looked closer. Mrs. Hogan's hair was now bluer
than the bluest fake sapphire. I don't believe it, he said, I don't believe any of this. He looked at
Mrs. Hogan one more time. She was now gazing at her young man and pinching his cheeks. I
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believe it, Detwiler said, I believe all of this.
Quickly he left the hotel and went out to the street. The rain had stopped and he walked along
t~e bea~h~ont. Acapulco, he thought, is full of my cheap jewelry. I can't get away from the stuff.
Its begmrung to haunt me worse than ever. Detwiler found an empty beach chair and sat and
stared out to the blue water of the bay and the ocean beyond.
.The sight of the water soothed him and he began to put things in perspective. Now, he said to
himself, I must think straight. I must do that. ·1 get through this week in Acapulco somehow, and
then I go home and I make some kind of speech and then I continue, somehow, my life. That
should not be so difficult, but I really should learn how to like my job just a little. I r ally should
1 am how to live with mys lf, if no one else. I should, what is more, find something to like,
perhaps something or m on to love. Y s, Detwiler thought, that's it. I can kill several birds
with on stone. That st ne i I v . I will p ak of lov . I will earch for it. I will tell th ass mbly at
th ~ nquet of a lov I hav found. My life will have purpos then. Deep meaning. Excitement.
R ahty. Lov . Y , love, not hate. Lov , D twil r aid, wh re are you? Are you around me? Are
you ov rm , und rm , in m ? Well, wh r ver you are, I must find you soon.
Detwiler looked to the water, to the sky, to the beach, to everything around him. Yes, he said,
shieldi_ng ~1s eyes from the sun, I'll find something to love right here in Acapulco. That will be
good, 1t will be right and justified, it will be ironic and fine, and that search for love will make the
time here bearable, or more than that.
Detwiler rose from the chair and began his search for his stone, his salvation. Love, Detwiler
said, ~ome ~o me, speak to me, cover me with your essential goodness and your basic simplicity.
He raised his eyes to the heavens. Nature was going crazy. It began to rain again. Little drops of
water. fell _on Det~iler. It looked like a terrible storm was coming up. Ah, Detwiler thought, his
eyes lighting up like one of his phony diamonds, comes the dawn, comes the revelation, comes
the life. Yes, yes, Detwiler said, I see, I feel, I know my love. My stone. It does not represent my
burden. It means my birth.
In the crowded assembly hall, Detwiler got up to deliver himself of his speech. He got up to
deliver himself of his guilt and hate. He opened his mouth and when the first words finally came
out, Detwiler felt he could now begin to collect his true reward. Detwiler knew, there on his feet
before hundreds ~f people, he could now begin to live for himself, with himself. After his opening
remarks, something about the beauty of nature, the reality of it in all its forms, something about
salvation being where you find it, Detwiler reached down and lifted his sample case to the table
with considerable difficulty. Detwiler was not at all nervous, but the sample case was heavy.
Slowly, with all eyes on him, the room hushed, Detwiler opened his sample case and positioned it
carefully and slowly in front of him. Now, with cupped hands, he reached down and scooped out
sand, beautiful fine yellow sand, and sprinkled it on the table, over the food, on the cloth. Then he
took more sand and casually and then with a vengeance began throwing it here and there around
the_ room. Heads were ducked, shouts wer~ shouted, and sand was flying. Through it all, Detwiler
smiled and laughed and threw and tossed sand near and far, once even reaching the far corner of
the room, catching the state sales manager square in the middle of his round and ashen and
astonished face. As slowly and casually as he had begun slinging sand, Detwiler stopped and shut
his sample case with a loud but gritty dick.
"I'm saving the rest," Detwiler told the astounded throng. "T,he rest is all mine. You see, I am
now a sand lover, a salt lover, a sea lover, a beach lover. And comber. I am now, what you see
before you now, is a nature lover." Detwiler paused. No one said a word. Frozen stiff they are by
sand, Detwiler thought and smiled indulgently. "Thank you for your kind attention," Detwiler
now ~ontinued. "And now, my fellow fakers, my partners in sham, I am here to remind you that
sand, for the most part, the best and worst part, lovely gritty and fine and yellow and white sand is
the basis, the main ingredient, of our product, those horrible doodads you are all wearing."
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Detwiler paused again. His audience was still frozen. Detwiler continued: "We take sand, beauti
ful natural course and fine and rich sand, and we make something truly ugly out of it. Something
sugary and slimy and slightly scandalous. Something very awful. Something horribly vulgar."
"Down!" someone shouted. "Sit down and shut up!"
''Tha~k you," Detwiler said. "I'm glad you agree with me and see what I mean, because I know
you do. Your voice tells me so. I'm glad you've come unstuck."
"We'll get you, Detwiler! Just wait!"
"I have no time to wait," Detwiler said. "Now, only one thing more, and then I leave for the
nearest beach."
Silence fell over the room. And then, someone, apparently allergic to sand, sneezed.
"Bless you," Detwiler aid. "An honest, if spontaneous reaction. Now, if I may have your
attention for just a bit more time, l must tell you, in all honesty, of the moment and otherwise, that
this sand most of you, and myself, are covered with is not truly real. Not virgin sand. That is, it
was real, and now it is not." Detwiler paused. "Exactly."
"Detwiler, you're nuts!"
"Please," Detwiler said, holding up his hand. "You do offend all of us. If I may resume? What
you see on your plates, in your food, on the table and on the floor, what you feel in your hair and
in your mouth and in your eyes, what I have thrown at you is something more and nothing less
than pulverized costume jewelry." Detwiler paused, but not for long. "Ladies and gentlemen, I
have only presented you with your own raw product, quite raw I admit. Ashes to ashes, dust to
dust, to each his own, and all that. Look lightly upon the sand on you and in you and around you.
It was, it is your livelihood. Slightly damaged goods, I also admit. And gladly, may I add?"
The company president stood up, rubbed his eyes, flicked the raw goods from his elegant suit.
"Detwiler," he managed to say, "out, out of here, quickly, very quickly, now, right now. You are,
of course, fired."
"lam permanently that," Detwiler said, and turned to leave, and then he smiled and turned
bade to the audience, still staring at him. "I did it all myself," he said. "I smashed it all. I crushed
and crushed and ground and ground and sifted out foreign matter, alien elements if you will. I
made all that sand myself. All that reconstituted stuff. Look closely at it. Gaze lovingly on it. Eat it.
Stuff it in your rear. Stick it in your ear."
Detwiler smiled and permitted himself a chuckle and walked out of the ballroom, went to his car
and started driving to the nearest coast, the closest beach. He thought it was all right, not terribly
fraudulent or dishonest, that he had neglected to mention to his listeners that he had received
some help with his earthy project, if not on his calculated speech, from two lovely women, one
with blue hair, one with black, and a young boy, all three of whom were no doubt lying on the
sand on a beautiful beach soaking up the sun. Or maybe, Detwiler thought, the rain. Whatever
was coming down on them, it was nature, that element, that love.

George Smyth
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Feeling of Love
What is this feeling?
Token gesture,
prouting seed?
Primeval custom,
bizarre c ntest?
Hard to receive,
hard to bestow?

I think Cupid
a blind imp,
a master sage.

The Quiet Walks

Diane Webster

so many tired men. angry women.
so
many.

I

In September
Wf. Heineman
In september in a '71 Ford
with a quart of beer between my legs,
she's driving, in a white t-shirt
that belongs to me,
I'm watching her nipples get hard.
I can't remember what she said was
none of my business. The radio's playing
"Sandy their skins are o white".
It's seven o'clock and the sun's going crazy
in my lap and on her face, blue shadows,
orange light, a warm breeze playing with the trees,
revealing mysteries I swear!

Tom Vermilion
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The Watch
in this ward corpses occur.
like
dirty sheets.
beached sand dollars
brittle
death.
carried away.
i observed the
silence.

watching
the ones left watch
the ones that are
not.

Wf. Heineman
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Older Alligators
The older alligators had been relegated to the dank side of the
swamp. Where flowers were limp with infertility and senior
citizens had been set in lawnchair patterns.
Those large reptiles were gentle even to sucking last week's
loaf of bread from wrinkled hands. Mostly over where the art
therapy class had painted and set smoothed cobbles. C~refully set
those stones painted red, white and blue in the form of their flag.
The alligators came not only for the food, but roll to their backs
to have their scaly tummies scratched.
The familiarity among these species of decaying life became so
intense that federal funds were withdrawn. No hunting signs were
broken into kindling wood, and a macadam parking lot laid out
clearly where the alligators had siept amidst the weeds.
Its bumpy black surface was striped with the indelible lines of
an overlong shuffle-board.

Barbed
Did you ever
an elephant I mean
ever see an elephant
cry
A child's tears can put stitches in the heart
an elephant's tears
can bum holes in you
An elephant with jumbo ears
should sooner fly than cry
Our zoo elephant has such a toothache
tears are crystaling
out of his tiny eyeholes
catching on his wrinkled cheeks
I can take that and that and that
but an elephant's tears
barbed wire

Emilie Glen

Paul Weinman
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Autumn in the Hospital
(Letter from a Friend)
Back in the good old boobyhatch. I feel Black gardeners clip ivy hear opulent oaks grow
chew naked pears
swallow mush
march with fellow loonies
my only kin
in the chaos parade
we perform nonsense gallantly afraid to be afraid
gradually our trumpets melt
hospital slippers leave kooky prints in the coppery slush feet stall knees lock we goosestep to the rec. room.
for the acorns to fall
There, sinking into a red foamrubber cushion, I wait

Janet Joel Boring
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The Death Team

The Watch

"Ind ath you rela · totally. Th r are no mor
worri . You have finally mad' the team."
---overheard from a conver ation
between two elderly men

in death you relax
totally
there are no more worries
you have finally
made the team
reclining
you float outward
abandoning
that flesh stitched together
by bones you once called yourself
you wheel into the circling dark
joining the other members
together
you summon squads of the living
bid them rise out of themselves
as you have done
engage them as contestants in death
your game
successfully and forever

Kathleen Charnock
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Snow spitting from the cold gray sky,
birds hovering overhead, leaving soaring over bare trees that will spring again
with their return,
traffic rushing past people on the street,
I walk into the building,
its.machines droning on and on.
Here, crisp white uniforms walk past,
sterilized instruments lie in wait.
It is quiet, too quiet in its screaming.
Inside the green-w·alled room
my father lay,
once large, vital sleeping on, waiting,
while outside eternity persists.
I watch his short jabs of breath
fall still in the stale air.
I watch all the world live on
without him.

Sue Willoughby

A Woman of the World

I

Here} s ar blu a the sk on a cloudles nftt:rnoon. Her auburn hair
like th leaves of autumn, bec1utiful as each one falls. he has the body
that men de ire, that women em y Yet, someho v, thi bt>autiful model never
enjoys a life of her own.
She move from store to store, always working, never enjoying a day off.
She models the latest fashion in everything from formal evening gowns, to
Fredericks lingerie. Sh~ maintain her poi e all day, as everyone\ ho passes
stop to stare. Her beauty and physique mesmerize mortal man.
She never complains about her pay or her working conditions. She pleases
the eye well, as a feast of steak pleases the tongue. She doesn't question
her job, and nobody que tions her abilitv to do her job She is ne er the
object of a quick pinch, or crude ren ark; her bos es know it is a waste of
time.
A woman of the world, she has seen everything from Blcomingdale's to
Rink's. Yet, she never brag~ or cries; shE' remains silent Contented. he
smiles, a smile that will last forever, con tant a the Northern Star, and
shirting just as brightly.
Tonight she lies in the bed of an old pick-up truck, mangled and mes y.
She is naked and her limbs are disjointed from her body, like the victim of
Jack the Ripper. Tomorrow, however; she\ •ill b screwed back together, re
dressed, and made-up. Then the manequin will st nd again for endless hour
in the window of another tore.

David Noel Lee
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another lot (in life/his wife)
lot takes up sculpture
practices sculpting block of salt
after block of salt till he can hack out
a very creditable likeness of his wife.
finally he tries the block that was his wife.
every day he touches the sculpting closer to his wife
but always it feels more like salt than like his wife
it looks, the figure feels, she shapes the wind, the eye
more like his wife all the time, but never enoughhe speaks to what he has sculpted
as though it should smooth the hand
as she had; the silence of the salt
grows a distance:
one day lot lugs his statue, his wife
to a boat and sails far from the shore
of the dead sea, and then drifts
and then drifts

Matter of Degree
Two hillbillies were discussing their sons progress in the
big-city university.
Ezra said "I don't rightly understand them degrees the boys
are workin' fer, do you Cy? " .
"Reckon so", replied Cy modestly. "First one they get is
called a B.S. and you know what that means."
Being a man of the world, Ezra knew.
Cy went on, "Well, sir, they work a little harder and they
get this here M. S. That means More of the Same."
Ezra nodded.
~'Then comes the hard part. They study night and day, put
m years of readin', write all kinds of papers, and then, if
they're lucky, they get the hardest one of 'em all - the
Ph.D." "And what does that stand fer?" asked Ezra. "Piled
Higher and Deeper", replied Cy.

author unknown
Jonathon Levant
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Your Eyebrows
Furry black caterpillar wiggl abov your ey . ome ay
they will meet one day and crawl joyou ly down your no. c.

Paul Weinman

Don't Like Your Face
River walk screaming bluejays
whistling starlings
muttering mockingbirds
yellow tractors at work
rearranging dirt
pourers of cement
Walking along by the river currents
you hand over your valuables
to a black teen gang
still and all one of the armed
says I don't like your looks

Emilie Glen
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An Informal Prayer
Oh t 11 m why when birdie ing
Th H av n th n are thought to ring
With a rever ntial Ga p. Andy t
This Self-same D ity (His patriarchal
Piety aquiver o'er His wonderous Creation?)
Will still permit the awful and mundane
To continue to profane the heights of His Perfection.
But then again,
This Mastermind, oh masterful Creator, who gave to life
Through mortal fascinations the opera
And the Louvre; bubonic plague, the flu;
Operants and precedents and things that are, like, cool
(Like corpses and cheap wines, like ice cubes and the climes,
Like shoulders here and shoulders there
And shoulders nearly everywhere)
-The Big Guy responsible for just plain Everything
Really knows His Stuff.
Oh to think, the Grand Design unmasked
Might prove a complex quilting bee the
Lofty realms of calculus might never hope to match.
So I will close up my disbelieving mouth
And I will loose myself of sinful doubts
In which the Beelzebub delights.
And I will lie myself down in green pastures
Beside still waters and fear no Evil.
for He created It.

Mike Hosier
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The Torment
Claire at up on the edg of her narrow cot frought with despair after another restless night. For
the past few weeks, the nightmare had come more frequently. Rubbing the sleep from her eyes
she walked the short distance over to the wall to take down her long black dress and replace it with
her white cotton nightgown. Her morning ritual was lengthy but not for the usual feminine
reasons. The assembling of a nun's habit was quite time consuming, and even though Claire had
been in the convent for four years she had not yet mastered the art of dressing rapidly.
Then, she turned to straightening her room. On a daily basis, making up her bed was really all
that was necessary. The small room had a single cot, desk and chair, prayer bench and a mirrorless
dresser. There was no window or carpeting to clean, and even the top of the dresser was bare. Not
even a brush or comb was needed.
Claire's head had been shaved when she first entered the cloistered convent. She really didn't
mind because even in her teens, her thoughts were spiritual not dwelling on the physical. She felt
a specia calling for a religious life.
Claire took her place at the long wooden table just in time for breakfast. A look of concern was
directed towards her from the Mother Superior. Claire had no way of knowing that the restless
nights were taking their toll, producing dark circles under her eyes and a general look of fatigue.
There was no comment, however, because personal conversation was forbidden.
Her day was spent in the kitchen. She scrubbed everything in sight hoping for a restful sleep
from exhaustion.
After her nightly prayer, she fell into bed and quickly nodded off. But after a few hours, the
tossing and turning began: a formless image with an arm surrounding her waist, a hand caressing
her, hot lips touching hers, a body pressing against hers. Claire awakened grabbing her rosary
beads from under the pillow and praying to block out the image. Morning arrived before a restful
sleep finally came.
Pulling herself up, she became aware of a strange, emotional upheaval within her. Throughout
the day she tried to regain her composure, but to no avail.
As night arrived, she once again prepared for bed, but this time she tried praying all night.
When sleep overcame her, the now familiar nightmare arrived but with more intensity. The arms,
the burning lips, the hands now touching her in places where she had never been touched before,
the body now had a masculine shape and it pressed closer with a more insistent urge. She resisted
but she could feel her body responding. She awoke in a cold sweat, scared and shaking. She felt as
though she was being thrust into hell.
Immediately after breakfast, she went straight to confession. Her shameful response the night
before made her feel guilty that she had committed a sin.
For penance, she spent the day on her knees in prayer. That night as she climbed into bed, she
felt a renewed strength, purified and calm. Father John had named her tormentor, lust. She
drifted into an easy sleep.
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Again he came, more persistent than before. Her body felt on fire under his forceful onslaught.
She felt a pressure building inside her. On and on they went through the night.
For weeks, he pursued her in the dark. Her days became a routine of praying for both forgive
ness and strength.
She was at her prayer bench right after lunch saying the "Hail Marys." Suddenly, her tormentor
appeared. The more she prayed, the more her body betrayed her. After what seemed like endless
hours of running, she slumped down; a heavy depression sat upon her shoulders. Her strength
was gone. She wa de p rate to find relief.
Claire turned to Mother Sup rior for a solution, but none was forthcoming. The Mother
Sup rior had
n too many b fore just like Clair struggling with the ame problem. For most,
trength f chara ter and d pth of conviction w r the result of the encounter. But there were a
few who in vitably ho to leav th si terho d, wh th r fr m weakn s or int nsity, she did not
know. That wa n ta judg m nt f r h r to mak .
Si ter lair walk d toward Fath r John's offic hoping for more help. He was tanding by the
window with the sun r fleeting his outline. For the first time, she noticed he was not an old man;
maybe he was in hi mid-thirties. As he turned around to greet her, she noticed his warm smiling
browneye .
"May I help you, sister?"
"Yes, please, Father. I am in a desperate situation. I have been plagued for months now with
what you have called lust. I have prayed diligently and resisted with all my strength, but I find I
can no longer resist."
She kept her head lowered and talked in a hushed voice. He walked over to her chair and
placing his hand under her chin raised her face. She did not want to look him in the eye knowing
he would see her embarrassment.
"I know how difficult this has been for you, and I too have prayed. You are one of our most
conscientious."
"Father, I have to make a decision. I can't continue on like this. I must either stay or leave and I
know not what to do."
"Sister Claire, I'm sorry it has come to this. But I feel that time will solve the problem if you just
have a little more patience."
"I'm not sure, Father."
"I must urge you to do so, have faith."
She left his office feeling some small consolation but without a solution. Did he really under
stand? She doubted it, but she would try to have a little more patience. But she had no more
strength. She seemed a stranger to herself; a strange force seemed to have possessed her mind and
body. She didn't want to feel lustful, but it now seemed the easiest way. To sin or not to sin was no
longer the question. She just wanted to climb out of her own hell.
That night she returned to the now familiar battleground. Once again he returned but this time
remained at a distance. His weapon was now so powerful, the effect was the same. He stood there
with outstretched arms. She began to respond. She reached out to touch him. He slowly ap
proached her. She looked at his naked body, wanting and needing. She felt the pressure within
begin to build. This was no dream standing before her. For the first time, she dared to look in his
eyes, those warm smiling brown eyes. She wrapped her arms around him and they came together
in a tremendous explosion. The pressure within her subsided and she 'slept a deep contented
sleep.
The next morning, her calm composure had returned. She was thankful that the answer had
come so quickly and in a manner that enabled her to continue with her life's work.

Karen Schneder
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Late show peelings
Mortal rebrain late show peelings
mutual of Omaha ha Herman
mess o esoterica bongwater
frontal labotomy and my r sea
page numbers raquet club sandwitch
of the westinghouse
wife of mine eye sorting mail
box lunch tiinex convoy age per
sex hangupper palate for worker
ant bean baggage check up your
arsonal Hirt me more then
it'll hirt euthanasia

Joel Katz
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it's hard to get flying
colors off the ground
the ladder's easy to find
but the rungs are endless
each one farther
apart
and more invisible
You can't see th bottom or the top
you've moved them around when
you w ren't looking
it' that we forg t
w forg t
w forget
where the flying colors are

Flying Colors
putting down th colors
with your blo d moving on in time
sometime
sl wand not
ome
tim s hurt
putting the line in
and the water flows
you wish it could fly
You're dreaming in color
and you dream in black and white
but you shouldn't dream at all
'cause you won't hear
in the world where there's people
that don't
see your colors
So you got to hide them
and save
them
they are yours
still you' re
pushing the pieces
kneading your hands
trying to shape it
Pleasingly
but the rubber always snaps
back to place
and your work amounts to nothing
Set fire here
bum yourself
try to remove your mistakes
Painlessly
so you don't remember
the hard work
that amounted to ashes
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Barb Taylorr
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The Why

Ii

Rain is happy or ad depending on what is happening when it starts. A problem solved, or the
start of some good times, after a long sp ll of bad, can cau rain to act as a cleansing agent making
all it touches seem fresh and new. When problems come by the bucketful, rain causes the bucket to
overflow and big, heavy drops smother and depress as nothing else can. Add rain to a Monday
morning full of problems; the result is a flood-a flood that will destroy.
The rain had started at about 2 am that Monday morning and gave every indication of continu
ing forever. Wind had come with the rain and was pounding it against the house with ever
increasing force. Valorie Yadot had been awakened by the rain streaming in the windows
throughout the house. After closing them, she knew that she would not be able to sleep, and she
knew that there would not be enough rain to wash away her troubles.
It was 3 am ,md problems, like sheep, kept jumping over a fence in her mind. George is giving
her less household money now than he was last year and the costs have almost doubled. He seems
to be putting in a lot of extra hours; yet, he told her on Friday that the boss was not too happy and
he was worried about his job. This month was the first time in her life that anyone had ever duned
her to pay a bill. In the course of one week, no less than three places of business had called and
reminded her that the family's account was over sixty days past due. Greg had lost fifteen pounds
since school started, was flunking three subjects at the semester, seemed to be acting strange, and
had developed a nervous tic. George, Greg, the bills-round and around they went over the fence
and back again until 6 am when it was time to confront them face to face.
As George was scraping the foam from his face, he was thinking about the report his boss
wanted to see first thing this morning. He and Cindy had planned to stay late on Friday and get it
done; bvt, they never got back to the office after dinner. Cindy had said that she would come in
early this morning and finish it so that he co~ld give it to Paul right on time. Paul Johnson, his
boss, had not been happy with George's work lately, and George was wondering whether Paul
had found out about his relationship with Cindy. The report was a good piece of work and it
would be done on time. He and Cindy had been careful; so, there was nothing to worry about, was
there?
George dried his face and sRlashed on the bay rum that Cindy liked. He remembered that
Valorie had invited Paul and his wife to dinner tonight. That meant that he wouldn't get to see
Ondy after work and Val would be hitting him up for grocery money. Checking his money clip
and finding a twenty and two singles, he took out the twenty for Val. He decided that he would
have to cool it for a while. He couldn't keep spending all that money on Cindy; he just didn't have
it. Hoping to avoid a discussion about money and the late nights, George handed Val the twenty
and said that he would skip breakfast because of the report. He told her that he would be home by
six, blew her a kiss, and fled.
Greg pulled the piece of rubber tighter around his arm, clinched and unclinched his fist, and
tried to pump up a vein. He guessed that he'd have to start using the ones in his feet and hoped
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they would work as well as the ones in his arms. He plunged the needle into his arm, sighed, and
sat down on the toilet. Man: that was a good hit. Now all he had to do was figure out how to get
the next two ballons. He had the five he took off that drunk last night and a buyer for that pistol he
talked the old man into buying last week. With what he could con from Mom, he should be all
right for a couple of days.
Greg flushed the toilet and unlocked the door. As he walked into the bedroom, he noted that
the toilet was backing up. After dressing and getting the pistol from his parent's bedroom, he was
trying to figure out how to keep his mother from seeing that he was taking the gun to school. He
stuck it m his pants at the small of his back and went downstairs. No need for breakfast ... the
glow was a good one. Now, to get some money. "Hey, Mom, I need to pay for my yearbook. It's
the last day to order one. I know you gave me the money for it last week, but I lost it. What? Oh, I
just forgot to tell you, I guess. I know it doesn't grow on tre s. I am sorry, but I sure would like to
have a y arbook. I promise to bnng my grade up. I just don't lik my t ach r thi semester.
Thank , Mom,
you tonight. Oh, by th way, th toil t i back d up again."
The mell of th backed up toilet was flowing through th hou e as Val finished talking to the
plumber. He reminded her that they had not paid for his last visit, and she promised to give him a
check today. Turning to pour herself another cup of coffee, she remembered that the Johnsons
were coming to dinner tonight, and she had just given Greg the twenty which meant that there
was no money for groceries.
The phone rang. It was the man who had sold George the pistol. George had promised to take a
check over to him on Saturday and hadn't done so. Val said that she would put a check in the mail
right away, knowing that she would not and thinking that George would just have to take the gun
back. Why had George bought the gun in the first place? Greg had never liked guns and George
didn't know how to use one. He had said that it would bring him and Greg closer together if they
could go target shooting. Now where was she going to get the money for the bosses' dinner? She
had already borrowed from Jan and Sally. Perhaps Marie could lend it to her.
After cleaning up the house, she was getting ready to go over to see Marie on her way to the
store when the plumber came. He said that he would not start the job until she gave him a check.
The rain was coming down harder now, and Val was wondering how much worse the rest of the
day was going to be. The phone rang.
The morning had not started off well for George. The boss had taken the report with a shrug and
told George to be in his office right after lunch adding that he and his wife wouldn't be coming for
dinner at George's home. When George got back to his office, Cindy said that she had to see him
right away. They had gone into his office and shared a long, hard kiss. Suddenly the door opened
and there stood Val and Greg. Cindy slipped past them and George watched Val's tears blend
with the rain on her coat. Greg had been arrested for firing a gun in the school parking lot. Val had
gone down to the police station and signed a paper that promised that sh~ and George would
attend a hearing at juvenile hall. Based on that, the police had released Greg and given her the
gun. She gave the gun to George and asked him what she should do with Greg. George said to
take him back to school and they would talk about it that night. Val and Greg left and George
wondered what the boss wanted to talk to him about after lunch; what Cindy wanted to talk to him
about; and whether Val had seen him kissing Cindy.
Cindy came in and told George that she was pregnant. She said that it wasn't a problem and
that a thousand dollars would take care of everything nicely. George said that he would see what
he could do and asked her to meet him at the motel that evening.
After lunch, George went to see the boss and was hfr with another shock. Paul said that George
had let his affai~ with Cindy get out of hand, that his work had been slipping badly, and that he
was fired.
·
George spent the rest of the afternoon in a bar but remembered to call Val to tell her that the boss
wasn't coming to dinner. He felt the weight of the pistol in his coat pocket and thought that the
gun might solve all of his problems. No, that was stupid. He would just have to face them head

on. "Bring me another drink."
When Greg got back to school, he learned that the cost of snow had gone up and that the only
way he was going to satisfy his need was to start pushing the stuff. He had a sample of the stuff he
would be selling and he set up his first sale for six that evening. The school had been watching
Greg and he didn't know it yet; but, his first sale was going to be to a narc.
Val had stopped at Marie's after dropping Greg off at school. Marie had loaned her twenty and
she had gotten four nice steaks for dinner. The house still smelled from the backed up toilet and
she couldn't open the windows because it was raining harder and harder. She had spent three
hours cleaning the house and getting things ready for the evening when George called to tell her
that the dinner had been canceled.
Val sat down and recalled that the day had started for her at 3 am and that nothing had gone
right. The toilet backing up, people giving her a bad time about bills, Greg losing his money for the
yearbook, Greg being arrested for firing that gun, George standing awful close to Cindy when she
had taken Greg to se him, and now the bos wasn't coming to dinn r. How much could one
person take?
The door bell rang. When Val opened the door, there was Marie and she was yelling, "I just
want to tell you that I'm going to do everything I can to get your Greg locked up! He's a danger to
the whole neighborhood." This statement was like a verbal left jab to Val's face and it was followed
rapidly by another one, "I heard about him shooting that gun off at the school." Val rocked
backward as Marie moved in, still yelling, "My Timmy says that Greg tried to sell him drugs
today." Val doubled over as if she had been hit in the stomach. She staggered backward and sat
down on the couch. Marie began to rain verbal blows at will. A left jab: "You and yv~r family are a
disgrace. Bill collectors bothering your neighbors!" A right cross: "You're always borrowing
money and never paying it back." Two quick blows to the stoma...:h: "Your son's a junkie and a
drug pusher." Val is reeling ... to the upper cut: "Your husband flaunting his affair with that
secretary. Everyone knows they spend Monday afternoons at the Twilight Motel." Marie can see
that Val is down for the count. She flings one last kick: "Just keep that junkie away from my
family." She prances out.
Val had been sitting on the couch for several hours and she was still punchy. She was not at all
sure of her surroundings and had a hard time taking things in.
George had been trying to think of how to tell Val that he had been fired. He decided that the
best defense was a good offense. He tame into the house and yelled at Val, "What's the idea of
letting that kid take a gun to school?" He pulled the gun from his pocket and threw it on the table
where it left an ugly scar. "You and your son have caused me so much trouble that I got fired
today; so, what do you think of that?" Val slowly raises her head and struggles to her feet. She is
death white and big, wet, dirty coukls can be seen in her eyes. She is very calm as she says, "Sit
down, George, and let me tell you about my day. I'm afraid it's a lot worse than you think. It
appears that our son is a junkie ard a dope pusher." Val reaches out and picks up the gun.
Holding it so that George can see it, she says, "This gun you bought to bring you and Greg closer
together. The police think he was trying to sell it so that he could buy drugs." Geo:r;ge looks at her
and becomes concerned about her condition. "It's interesting; isn't it, George? Considering the
fact that you haven't paid for the gun. That's not all, George. Did the boss fire Cindy, too? If not,
perhaps she can support you. Of couse, you won't be able to stay at the Twilight Motel any
more." George shrinks back into the c:>uch and hangs his head. The door bell rings. Val walks
slowly over and answers the door. A policeman shoves Greg into the room and says, "I have a
warrent to search this house for drugs."
Bob and Millie were watching their favorite T.V. show, "Laverne and Shirley", when it hap
pened. Bob was sitting in his chair wipinb beer from the undershirt which covered his belly. Millie
was snorting over a bowl of potato chips. Jack and Helen were holding on to each other for
security and watching Lawrence Welk when it happened. Jack had just sat down after peering out
from behind the closed drapes to make sure the street light was on and putting the lock, chain and
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dead bolt on the door. Norm and Sue were making out in a secluded spot on a hill above the city.
The radio was playing the new hit, ''I Love Your Body", when it happened. They all heard a
newscaster say, "We interupt this program to bring you an important news bulletin. A Mrs.
Valorie Yadot has just shot and killed a policeman, her son, her husband, and herself. Our
reporter is on the way to the scene and we will bring you another report when he gets there." Bob
burped and said to Millie; Helen's eyes filled with terror as she looked at Jack and said; Norm and
Sue both said: "Why would any one do something like that?"

T. Howard

Middgett Street Comer Stayer
i passed a little dwarf girl
on crosswalk
she pushed the button
on pole ere leaving
hercurb
face was taut
covered with mouth
hanging open
eyes were slits
like cartoon visages
she hobbled
through this hobbistical
steel garden
i am sad and crying
idontknow
if it is
she ori
for which i cry
buti do know
that when she became
only a mote in the distance
and appeared as
an arcadian child
skipping with wind
i ceased to cry

and felt much better

Jerry Williams
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